ECO-DENIERS
Why do economists deny
ecology?

ECO-DENIERS
Why economists must have
an economics that complies
with ecology?

ECO-DENIERS
Why economists must
adopt green and ecological
economics consistent with
strong sustainability

Economics need be ECOCENTRIC
●
●

We need a new economic system compatible with

●
●

Ecocentric values

●
●

Ecological laws

●
●

Strong sustainability

●
●
●

Such includes

●
●

Green economics

●
●

Ecological economics

THE DENIERS
why do persons, organisations, companies, religious groups, leaders DENY ???

What about

Accept the science

For various reasons are
deniers

Origin and diversification
of life

evolution

creation

Climate change

Climate change
acceptance

Climate change deniers
Eg

Active toward minimise,
adaptation, mitigation and
change all dimension!!

do not accept science
Do not want to accept science
God determines
Do not want change / too
comfortable
Do not care
What I do will not matter

Ecology matters

Scientists,
Ecological and green
economists FEW

Traditional Neo-liberal
economists MOST

Equity / social justice/
environmental justice and ecojustice all matter.
Ethics matters!!

Environmental scientists and
ecological and green economists
(and political economists)

Traditional Neo-liberal
economists MOST
“let market decide / government
stay out!! . Ethics not a

SAME ROOT
Eco = home
●
●

●

ECO = Home

●
●

Ecology = study of home

●
●

Economics = management of home

●

Presentation to 2018 PNG Update

●
●

“PNG in the year of APEC”

●
●

14-15 June 2018

●
●

UPNG and ANU

●
●

Presenter

●
●
●
●

Professor David Mowbray
Adjunct Professor of Environmental Science and Sustainable Development
ESG BSD UPNG

SAME ROOT
Eco = home
●

Ecology = from which we learn Nature's
laws

●
●
●

Economics = Eco-deniers
It puzzles me – why do economists choose to ignore
Nature's laws; indeed make totally contradictory
assumptions eg continuous growth, continuous use of
resources, fail to internalise externalies, give no / little
value to ecosystem services and biodiversity

SAME ROUTE
Eco = home
●

Economics = Eco-deniers

●

It puzzles me –

●
●
●

why do economists choose to ignore
intrinsic values only consider instrumental values

●
●

ONE CAN GO ON

●
●

See PNG example

Eco = home

●

Economics = Eco-deniers

●

Example from my students

●

PNG GDP approx kina 70 billion per year
●
●

Value of PNG's biodiversity and ecosystem services

●
●

Guestimate: About 8125 billion per year

or about 110 x

●
●

But what value do economists give it ??

●
●
●

Probably give no / little value to biodiversity and ecoservices
Ignore intrinsic vales only consider instrumental values and only
some!!

●
●

ONE CAN GO ON

Or subtitle
●

●

Ecocentric and Strong Sustainability
Strategies for sustainable broad based and
inclusive development in PNG

●
●

PNG has StaRS

●
●

“PNG … EM Mi Yah !”

Or subtitle
●

●
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●
●
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●
●
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●
●
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and beyond.

●
●

●
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for Responsible Sustainable Development for Papua New Guinea
StaRS 2nd edition

●
●
●

G Tyler Miller (+) 2018 Living in the Environment 19th edition
(17th of 2012 available free on pdf from Mowbray).

●
●

Others provided at end of paper with same title.
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Powerful Films
●
●
●

Al Gore 2006 An Inconvenient Truth
Al Gore 2016 An Inconvenient Truth Sequel: Truth to Power

●
●

Global Oneness Project 201 Elemental

●
●

Naomi Klein 2015 This Changes Everything; capitalismv the climate

●
●
●

Leonardo di Caprio 2006 The Eleventh Hour
Leonardo di Caprio 2015 Before the Flood

●
●

SPREP Waste World (old but all about a small girl cleaning up her Pacific Island)

●
●

●

Four science fictions: Geostorm(2017) and The Day after tomorrow (2005)
and 2012 and Independence Day

Key Articles and concepts

●
●

Articles:
William J Ripple 2017 World Scientists' Warning to humanity: a Second Notice
Bioscience

●
●

William F. Laurence et al 2017-18 many articles on China's growing footprint on the
globe threatens to trample the natural world – in many documented articles in scientific
journals

●
●

William F. Laurence et al 2018 Warning signals of biodiversity collapse across
gradients of tropical forests

●
●

William F. Laurence et al 2018 Roads to riches or ruins from Science

●
●
●
●
●
●

Concepts
TOXIFICATION
ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT,
PLANETARY BOUNDARIES,
ECOLOGICAL TIPPING POINT

Key Articles and concepts

●

Articles on Economics and Sustainability

●
●
●
●

Read
From Miller:
G Tyler Miller, 17th edition Chapter 23: Economics, Environment and Sustainability

●
●

And from texts on Green and Ecological Economics:

●
●
●

Green Economics:book by
Newton and Cantarello An introduction to the Green Economy -science, systems and
sustainability

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ecological Economics: books by
Costanza: An Introduction to Ecological Economics,
Costanza and Kubiszewski: Creating a Sustainable and Desirable Future
Common:Ecological Economics: an introduction:
and Daley: Ecological Economics

Key Articles and concepts

●

Articles on Ecocentrism

●
●

Read

●
●

From Miller:

●
●

G Tyler Miller, 17th edition Chapter 25: Environmental World Views, Ethics and
Sustainability

●
●

And from Ecological Citizen:

●
●

Haydn Washington et al: Statement of Commitment to Ecocentrism

●
●
●
●
●

●

Haydn Washington et al Why ecocentrism is the key pathway to sustainability.

Question from year 3 BSD lady student Milrose Puri
How would APEC improve the livelihood of an ordinary PNGian?

●

My BSD and ESG students ask me

●
●

Are the outcomes of APEC going to be sustainable?

●
●

Are the outcomes of APEC going to benefit villagers in PNG?

●
●

Are the outcomes of APEC going to ensure our environment will continue
to sustain us or will it be polluted, degraded and unable to sustain future
generations of humans and all other living things in PNG?

●
●

TO ALL MOST ANSWER

NO … WHY SO ?

There is a big difference

●

WHY SO …... because environmental science contrasts dramatically in
world view and understanding of the term sustainable or sustainable
development from that of economists

●
●

Environmental scientists emphasise STRONG SUSTAINABILITY

●
●

Economists mean WEAK SUSTAINABILITY

Total capital = Natural Capital + Man made capital + Social Capital + Human Capital

Economist = weak sustainability
Is when …..... ?
Environmental Scientist = strong sustainability
Is when ….

?

WHAT DO YOU ACCEPT
Weak or strong???????

There is a big difference

●

WHY SO …...

●
●

SUSTAINABILITY may be the most important word in our language ..
and also the most misused

●
●
●

Sustainability and ecologically sustainable developent (ESD as used by environmental scientists)
and responsible sustainable development (RSD as used by Charles Abel and in StaRS) provides
just what the world needs most NOW – a viable alternative way of being that celebrates the full
spectrum of human potential and accepts the biophysical realities within which the human animal
must function

Sustainable Development
●

Some important principles:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ecological sustainability
Biodiversity conservation
Social equity
Economic justice
Participatory / inclsive democracy
Good governance
Ecological / Earth wisdom
Environmentsl justice
Environmentsl justice
Peace, disarmament and non-violence
Reduced ecological footprint
Enoughness for all

IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

PNG National Consistution in particular National Goals and Directive
Principles
Rio Decaration
Earth Charter
Delhi Statement
The PNG Mama Graun Tribal Charter
Statement on Ecocentrism
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

PNG National Consistution in particular National Goals and Directive
Principles
Rio Decaration
Earth Charter
Delhi Statement
The PNG Mama Graun Tribal Charter
Statement on Ecocentrism
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

My abstract quote

●

Most governments and individuals who commit themselves
to sustainable development , including PNG, have got it all
wrong. They are also commited to the capitalist system
based on continuous growth, Earth exploitation, and
anthropocentric values, and planetary management. They
are commited to weak or “business as usual” sustainbility.

●
●
●
●

(all the anthithesis of sustainable development);

“ We need strong sustainability and strong action on climate
change!! .. and to resolve all he BIG ELEPHANTS that threaten
long term sustainability...”
FURTHERMORE
●
●

We must do what is necessary to resolve global warming and minimise
climate change

●
●

Will the outcomes of APEC be consistent with a both a comitment to strong
sustainability and resolving climate change?

“ We need strong sustainability and strong action on climate
change!! .. and to resolve all he BIG ELEPHANTS that threaten
long term sustainability...”
FURTHERMORE
●
●

We must do what is necessary to resolve global warming and minimise
climate change

●
●

Will the outcomes of APEC be consistent with a both a comitment to strong
sustainability and resolving climate change?

Sustainable Development

The study of sustainable development focuses on fostering the
transition to a sustainable future for Papua New Guinea …
involving

●

●

–
–
–

A process which aims to create an ecologically and economically
sustainable and socially equitable society .. and
'
'improving the qualty of life whilst living within the carrying capacity of
supporting ecosystems.

Sustainable Development

●

Sustainable development is the central concept
of our age.

●
●

It is both a way of understanding the world and a
method for solving global problems

●
●

From Jeffrey Sachs in book “The Age of Sustainable Development

Sustainable Development

●

HOW DO YOU DEFINE

●
●

●

Sustainable development?

●
●

Sustainability

THE big elephants in the room causing UNSUSTAINABILITY
and the DRIVERS
●

BIG ELEPHANTS

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Rapid population growth
Overconsumption
Pollution
Addiction to growth
Poverty and inequity
Lack of human development
Poor governance / corruption
Some religious and cultural constraints

THE big elephants in the room causing UNSUSTAINABILITY
and the DRIVERS
●
●

DRIVERS

●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●

Anthropocentric and planetary management world views as compared with
ecocentric and earth wisdom world views **
Population growth and overconsumption
Economic system of Capitalism **
DENIAL in its many forms
Refusal to accept enoughness = too muchness and where affluence leads to
effluence
Sustainability illiteracy

Problems in PNF of poor environmental governance
●
●
●
●

Possibly in breach of
Environment Act 2000
Papua New Guinea Planning and Monitoring Responsibilty Act 2016

●

On Pollution
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●

In 40 years of working as technical advisor on pesticides and chemicals to DEC/CEPA, noted not one
prosecution for pollution. I did PNG National Chemical Profile in 2000/2004 and all 60 recommendation
remain relevant
Now developing guidelines for a PNG No-Waste Management Strategy
.
APEC Building
What about Ela Beach reconstruction and the construction of APEC Building
From what I hear received a pemit; but such developments in general need comply with requirements of
Environment Act and a full EIA process including an Environmental Plan and an Environmental Management
and Monitoring Plan.
Have these been followed / complied with.
I doubt it !!

Question from year 3 BSD lady student Milrose Puri
How would APEC improve the livelihood of an ordinary PNGian?

●

My BSD and ESG students ask me

●
●

Are the outcomes of APEC going to be sustainable?

●
●

Are the outcomes of APEC going to benefit villagers in PNG?

●
●

Are the outcomes of APEC going to ensure our environment will continue
to sustain us or will it be polluted, degraded and unable to sustain future
generations of humans and all other living things in PNG?

●
●

TO ALL MOST ANSWER

NO … WHY SO ?

At UPNG . environmental best practice / low risk .. I doubt it!!!
●

We teach “environmental best practice”, environmental occupational health and safety, minimisation of
risk to both people and the environment' from use of chemicals,
●
●

And staff and students do very little to keep places clean – look outside litter and plastics everywhere;
often all set fire to.

●
●

.. but do not practice it

●
●

Many building pose high risk and danger to people and environment from

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Lack of maintenance
Broken piping – often chemical sent down these boken pipes
Asbestos (I think) in some ceilings falling down and not properly disposed
Unsafe electrical wiring
Fires
Storage of chenmical drums in open in a car park

●
●

NOW ESG & BSD students embarking on (1) developing a UPNG sustainability policy, (2) Klinim Uni
Lukautim Uni 12 week assessed exercse (3) Plastic Ban.(4) IAE and JICA inspections of radiation and
chemicals

Our development theory is also important
What does Charles Abel say about this?
OUR COUNTRY. OUT TIME, OUR FUTURE!!!
Development path up to recent times

New Development path = StaRS

copycat

Good leaderhip

corruption

Good governance

poverty

Shared prosperity (enoughness for all)

conflict and violence

Peace and harmony

environmental destruction

Environmental protection

inequality

Equality / equity

over population

Stable population

HELP

PNG ...em mi yah!!

Our vision is important … Vision 2050

iconic statement

(in part)
Unmodified 2009

Modified by First group of BSD students
who graduated 2 months back!!!

Be smart, fair, happy, wise, healthy

Be smart, fair, happy, wise, healthy
Be ecologically wise

… be in top 50 in HDI by 2050 (unlikely)

Maintain spirituality, cultural diversity, a sustaining
environment
Ensure good governance, empowerment
(marginalised groups, women), equality and equity
Have enoughness or well-being (not toomuchness, and a low ecological footprint
WILL RISE UP TOWARD TOP HALF OF HDI

LIVE UNSUSTAINABLY Those who think only of
economic growth .. and accept status quo .. never
look out the box ; never to take on a real challenge
/ sensible risk !!!

LIVE SUSTAINABLY Those who believe in the
development revolution (Charles Abel) /
sustainability revolution (environmntal scientists)

There is a big difference
●
●

WHY SO …...

●
●

Environmental scientists emphasise UNDP's 5 P's but modified

●
●

Planet, people, place, participation, p'enoughness (not prosperity)

●
●
●

Do economists recognise these 5 P's or are they sustainability illiterate?

●
●
●
●

I fear many are of those we hear speak about sustainability.

CONTRAST

Environmental Scientist view
And Ecological economist

Economist View

Ecocentric values

Anthropocentric values

Earth Wisdom World View

Planetary management world view

Recognition ofbiological limits and
ecological constraints
Take planetary boundaries and
ecological tipping pointsseriously

Deny planeatry bundaries and
ecologicaltipping points

Value ecosystem services and
biodiversity- both ethical & moneatry

No or little value on ecosystem services
& biodiversity

Intrinsic values important

Mainly / only consider instrumental
values

MORE
Internalise all externalities

Often health and environmentalffcts are
treated as exteralities

Full cost pricing
Method of discounting the future –
makes appropriate assumptiosn to
ensure conservation

Wrong discounting leads to rapid
exploitation and depletion (and
pollution)

STRONG SUSTAINABILITY

WEAK SUSTANABILITYY

Emphasis on renewables

Still dependent on non-renewable; slow
to uptake renewables

Emphasis of best practice / ethics /
codes / standards

Profit is number one!

MORE
Ethics very important

No ethics – supply and demand and
market forces decide

Governance a mixture of government
regulations, Appropriate economic
instruments and community input /
involvement

Minimise government regulation – leave
it to the market.

Both inter and intragenerational equity

No equity – rely on “trickle down effect”
swhich is often a myth.

Green and Ecological Economics

Traditional economics

GREEN DEVELOPMENT

BROWN DEVELOPMENT

There is a big difference

●

WHY SO …...

●
●

Environmental scientists emphasise the 3 E's, G and P

●
●

Ecological sustainability, social sustainability (equityy), economic
sustainability, institutional sustainability (good governance) and personal
sustainabilty (or personal integrity)

●
●
●
●

Economists mean inclusive economic growth!!
ie is what economic sustainability seems to be about ….. tasol
Though also sometimes mention good governance and social sustainability..
but rarely ecological sustainability!!

●
●
●
●

WHY SO …...
There is a big difference
Environmental scientists emphasise

●
●

17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS or SDGs

●
●

In PNG we were in process of localising the SDGs to match all government
policies, StaRS, and our MEDIUM TERM DEVELOPMENT PLAN 20182022 & 2010-2030 NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

●
●

Or are we..?? Is StaRS still our road map ?? (or is it : the old approach of
INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH???

●
●
●
●

I am very worried !!

APEC aims to Achieve
●

●
●
●
●
●

Balanced
Inclusive
Sustainable
Innovative
Secure gowth

●
●
●

Its about inclusive economic growth ..
But is this SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT ???

In APEC 2018 PNG National Calendar
1st February to 18th November

●

NOTHING on

●
●

ENVIRONMENT

●
●
●

Is all about:
Finance, business, trade, telecommunications, food security, disaster
management, science, resource industry development, economics

●
●

Seems to me to be all about the “big end of town”
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●
●
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●

MY CHRISTMAS MESSAGE

●
●
●

A MOWBRAY TRADITION -we send our thoughts to relatives, wantoks,
friends, colleagues. Here is mine last Christmas

●
●

Quote

●
●

To advance the SUSTAINABILITY REVOLUTION

●
●

The pathway to a sustainable future for our Earth are ecocentric values and
earth wisdom

quote

●

From Captain Paul Watson of Ship Sea Shepherd

●
●
●

Quote

●
●

We either learn to live in harmony with other species in accordance with the
basic laws of ecology or we go extinct

●
●

Some laws are diversity, independence and finite resources ,.. if we ignore
these our life support systems will crash

●
●

Note that other living things can live in a world without us, but we can not
live in a world without them,

LEADERSHIP IN SUSTAINABILITY

●
●
●

BSD in ESG now awards to BSD graduates the David Bola Award
For

●
●
●
●
●

Academic Excellence
Leadership in Sustainable Development
Personal Integrity
Teamwork

●
●

7/14 first graduates in BSD were awarded the David Bola Award.

So eco and eco become interlinked

●

Economists must stop being ECO-DENIERS

●
●

Start recognise the laws of Nature

●
●

Then we may all have a sustainable future

●
●
●
●

This means APEC also must rethink

●

●

We must bring about a substantial change in our thinking, our values, our
personal behaviour, our social and ecological way of doing things, and new
economics that is green and ecological.. All must be based on Earth
care,“earth repair” and “earth wisdom”, on ecocentric values, strong
sustainability values and sustainable economics. We must respect and
comply with the laws of Ecology. We need reduce our ecological footprint
Globally we have breached important planetary boundaries and now
approach ecological tipping points eg with carbon cycle and climate change;
and with rapid biodiversity loss.

●

●

No civilization has survived the ongoing destruction of its
natural support system., Nor will ours!!

●

We must passionately commit ourselves to achieve personal, social,
economic, ecological and institutional sustainability

●
●

This is the only way we can achieve the PNG Vision 2050.

●
●

The principles of ecological sustainability, social equity, intergenerational
equity, economic justice, environmental justice, ecological justice,
inclusiveness, participation, empowerment, transparency, ecological
wisdom, and peace and non-violence ARE ALL important.

●
●

.. the 17 SDGs, the 5Ps of people, planet, peace, partnership and
p'enoughness

●
●
●

We can do it and do it the PNG way.
All Papua New Guineans and all living things deserve and can have a
sustainable future

●

LET US MARRY ECO and ECO

●
●

LET APEC REALIGN , stop
denying ECOLOGY, be like
STARS and ENSURE
SUSTAINABILITY FOR ALL

For more information and / or copy of paper and this
powerpoint contact
●

●
●

●

Professor David Mowbray
Adjunct Professor of Environmental Science and
Sustainable Development
ESG BSD UPNG

●
●
●
●
●
●

Text / phone
(675) 73803547
Or (675) 73800050 or in OZ +612450326701
Email
Davidlindsay.mowbray@gmail.com Or davidmowbray@upng.ac.pg

Be wise like the owl in tree above my office –

achieve Earth Wisdom

